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Two-Dimensional Object Recognition
Through Two-Stage String Matching

Wen-Yen Wu and Mao-Jiun J. Wang

Abstract—A two-stage string matching method for the recognition of
two-dimensional (2-D) objects is proposed in this work. The first stage is
a global cyclic string matching. The second stage is a local matching with
local dissimilarity measure computing. The dissimilarity measure function
of the input shape and the reference shape is obtained by combining the
global matching cost and the local dissimilarity measure. The proposed
method has the advantage that there is no need to set any parameter
in the recognition process. Experimental results indicate that the two-
stage string matching approach significantly improves the recognition
rates while comparing to the one-stage string matching method.

Index Terms— Compactness, cost function, cyclic string, edit graph,
feature extraction, object recognition, two-stage string matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recognizing two-dimensional (2-D) objects is very important in
many applications. It has been agreed that representation and match-
ing are the two major problems involved in pattern recognition. To
solve these problems, many methods have been proposed [4]. Some
examples of the matching techniques are template matching, string
matching, shape-specific point matching, principal axis matching,
dynamic programming, mutually-best matching, chamfer matching,
graph matching, relaxation, and elastic matching, etc. The 2-D object
recognition techniques can be classified into two major categories: the
statistical method and the syntactic method. Due to the advantages
and disadvantages of these two methods are complementary, a
combined approach has been proposed [1], [3], [5], [6], [9], [12].

Suppose thatsss and ttt are two strings. Further, given anedit cost
function, three types of arcs which represent the insertion, deletion,
and change operations, respectively, can be defined. Wagner and
Fischer [9] defined theedit graph associated withsss and ttt by the
weighted graphGGG (see Fig. 1) with verticesv(i; j) = 0; 1; � � � ; n; j =
0; 1; � � � ;m: The problem of finding aminimum cost edit sequence
taking sss to ttt is now equivalent to find ashortest pathin GGG from
v(0; 0) to v(n;m): The above method solves thelinear string-
to-string correction problemby finding the edit distance and its
corresponding edit sequence.

Tsai and Fu [6] have tried to introduce the statistical decision theory
into the attributed grammar such that it might be more practical for
applications. They concluded that the attributed grammar is a good
tool for combining statistical and syntactic methods. Tsai and Yu [7]
proposed a powerful edit operation, which is the merge operation.
With the merge operation, the recognition rates can be increased.
Further, Tsay and Tsai [8] introduced another new edit operation,
i.e., split, to the attributed string matching.

It needs to define a reference line for the linear string matching
techniques. To overcome this problem, Maes [3] proposed a cyclic
string matching technique for polygonal shape recognition. He used
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Fig. 1. Edit graphGGG for jsssj = 5 and jtttj = 4; and the shortest path.

Fig. 2. Edit graphHHH associated withsss andtttttt; and the shortest path.

cyclic strings to represent polygons. Maes first constructed the
edit graphHHH associated withsss and tttttt (see Fig. 2), wheretttttt =
t1t2 � � � tmt1t2 � � � tm is the string which concatenatesttt with itself. It
becomes thecyclic string-to-string correction problem. The minimum
edit distance can be found and its corresponding edit sequence can
be identified [2]. Only the conventional three edit operations were
needed for the cyclic string matching.

Besides, Maes [3] suggested two main directions to the string
matching problem affected by uneven segmentations. The first ap-
proach is to develop a polygonal approximation algorithm, which
is free from uneven segmentation. Since the edit sequence often
provides a correct matching of the significant features between the
two approximated polygons, the second approach is to use the result
of matching and conduct a more detailed analysis on these two
polygons. Based on the latter suggestion, we propose a new two-stage
string matching method.

II. OBJECT RECOGNITION BY TWO-STAGE STRING MATCHING

In the first stage of matching, a global cyclic string matching is
conducted to find the best-matched pair between the input shape and
the reference shapes. The second stage of matching is followed to
superimpose the input shape on each reference shape and to compute
the local dissimilarity measure between the input shape and each
reference shape. Finally, the dissimilarity measure between the input
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the computing of the reciprocal of compactnesses
ri = ai=p

2
i
; for i = 1; 2; � � � ; 6; whereVi ’s are the dominant points and

C is the centroid of the object.

shape and each of the reference shapes is then obtained by combining
the global matching cost and the local dissimilarity measure in the
first and second stages, respectively. The input shape is matched to the
reference shape that has the minimum dissimilarity measure among
all the reference shapes.

A. Global Cyclic String Matching

The normalized reciprocal of compactnesses is used as the global
feature in the string matching process [11]. Suppose thatVi’s, for
i = 1; 2; � � � ; N; are the dominant points of object [10] andC
is the centroid of the object (see Fig. 3). The reciprocal of the
compactnesses of the triangles formed by two adjacent dominant
points and the centroid of the object can be obtained. Letri be the
ith reciprocal of the compactness, which is defined as

ri =
ai

p2
i

; for i = 1; 2; � � � ; N (1)

wherepi = jViVi+1j + jViCj + jVi+1Cj is the perimeter andai is
the area of the triangle.

Let III andRRRiii represent the approximated polygons of input shape
and theith reference shape, fori = 1; 2; � � � ; c; wherec is the number
of reference shapes, respectively. Further, letn andm be the numbers
of vertices forIII andRRRiii; respectively. Now, the reciprocal of the
compactnesses are denoted as thesymbolsand we can use thestrings
sss = s1s2 � � � sn andttt = t1t2 � � � tm to represent the input shape and
the reference shape, respectively, [3]. For convenience, the string with
zero length is called thenull string, and it is denoted as�:

Let XXX be the set which the elements are the reciprocal of the
compactnesses, i.e.,si or tj : Since the reciprocal of compactnesses
and the vertices of polygons can be represented as cyclical, the
problem of matching two shapes is therefore identical to the cyclic
string matching between stringssss andttt: Given an edit cost function
�; then we can construct the edit graphHHH associated withsss and
tttttt(= t1t2 � � � tmt1t2 � � � tm) to find the shortest path from the left-
upper corner to the right-down corner (see Fig. 2). By tracing the
minimum cost edit sequence, the matching relation between the
vertices ofIII andRRRiii can be determined (Fig. 4). For instance, the
two ordered sequencesBBBI; iI; iI; i = (III1i; III2i; � � � ; IIIki) and BBBR; iR; iR; i =

(RRR1i;RRR2i; � � � ;RRRki) represent that theIIIjith vertex ofIII matches with
theRRRjith vertex ofRRRiii; for i = 1; 2; � � � ; k; wherek is the number

Fig. 4. Illustration of determining the matched vertices from the
best-matched pair, whereBBBI;i = (1, 2, 3, 5, 6) andBBBR;i = (3, 4,
5, 1, 2).

Fig. 5. Length li = jV 0
i V

0
i+1j and the angle�i = 6 V 0

i�1V
0
i V

0
i+1; for

i = 1; 2; � � � ; 5; whereV 0
i is the ith matched dominant point.

of matched points. The two ordered sequences are called thebest-
matched pairof III andRRRiii: And the minimum edit distance in the
global string matching stage is calledmatching cost[3].

Further, suppose that the value of� is zero. Then, for allsi; tj 2
XXX; the edit cost function� can be simply defined as

�(si ! tj) = jsi � tj j: (2)

We do not have the problem of choosing proper weighting factors
since only one feature is used in our global string matching.

B. Local Matching for Dissimilarity Measures Computing

Based on the information of the best-matched pair in the first stage,
we can assess the local dissimilarity measure between the input shape
and the reference shape by their corresponding lengths and angles. Let
V 0
i ; for i = 1; 2; � � � ; k; be theith matched dominant point, wherek is

the number of matched points. Suppose thatli and�i are the length
of V 0

i V
0
i+1 and the angle of6 V 0

i�1V
0
i V

0
i+1; respectively, (Fig. 5).

The local dissimilarity measure computation is a straightforward
task. The best-matched pair obtained in the global string matching
stage gives a one-to-one mapping between the vertices of the two
polygons. The lengths and angles are then computed. The local
dissimilarity measure between the two polygons is determined by
averaging the absolute differences of the lengths and the angles.
Therefore, the local dissimilarity measure between the input shape
and the reference shape can therefore be obtained by

LD =
1

2k

k

i=1

jli � lij+

k

i=1

j�i � �ij (3)
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where k is the number of matched vertices, andli(li) and �i(�i)
are the ith normalized length and normalized angle of the input
(reference) shape, respectively.

It is better to use both the global and local information in assessing
the dissimilarity measure between two objects. The matching cost
obtained in the global string matching stage represents the global
dissimilarity measure of the input shape and the reference shape.
Suppose that the matching cost in the global string matching stage
is GD. The dissimilarity measure between the input shape and the
reference shape can be defined as a function of LD and GD.

D = f(LD;GD): (4)

Suppose that there arec classes of reference shapes. The dissimi-
larities between the input shape and each of the reference shapes can
be obtained. LetDi be the dissimilarity measure function between the
input shape and theith reference shape, fori = 1; 2; � � � ; c: The input
shape can then be classified as the reference shape with the minimum
dissimilarity measure. The decision rule can be defined as Rule 1.

Rule 1: Classify the input shape as thekth reference shape, if
Dk = minci=1fDig:

The proposed recognition algorithm can be summarized as follows.

1) Perform dominant point detection by the curvature-based
polygonal approximation method for each reference shape
to obtain the vertices of the approximated polygon [10].

2) Repeat steps 3–7 until there is no input shape to be recognized.
3) Perform dominant point detection on the input shape [10].
4) Find the global matching cost and the best-matched pair

between the input shape and each of the reference shapes by
the global cyclic string matching technique.

5) Compute the local dissimilarity measure between the input
shape and each of the reference shapes by using the best-
matched pair information.

6) Assess the dissimilarity measure by combining the global
matching cost and the local dissimilarity measure.

7) Classify the input shape by Rule 1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to combine the reciprocal of the compactnesses, the
lengths, and the angles in dissimilarity measure computing, it is nec-
essary to make them dimensionless. The simple way of normalizing
them is to divide them by their corresponding maximum values. Since
the features used in these two stages are TRS-invariant, the proposed
recognition algorithm is independent of changing of the position,
orientation, and scale.

As mentioned in Section II-C, several approaches can be used to
define the dissimilarity measure function by combining the global
matching cost and the local dissimilarity measure. In the experiments,
five types of dissimilarity measure functionsfi in (4) were applied.
They are:

1) f1(LD, GD) = GD;
2) f2(LD, GD) = LD;
3) f3(LD, GD) = (LD + GD)/2;
4) f4(LD, GD) = min(LD, GD);
5) f5(LD, GD) = max(LD, GD).

The first type is a conventional one-stage string matching tech-
nique. It uses the global matching cost as the dissimilarity measure
in the recognition. The second type is a two-stage string matching
approach, which considers only the local dissimilarity measure in
the recognition process. Types three to five combine both global
and local information in defining the dissimilarity measures. The
recognition rates of the cyclic string matching under these five

Fig. 6. Testing images of the nine hands tools.

types of dissimilarity measure computing will be compared in the
experiment.

In this experiment, the testing images of nine different hand tools
were used for evaluation (see Fig. 6). Since a good object recognition
method should be robust for different orientations and scalings, for
each tool image, there are 16 different orientations and four different
scales conducted in the experiment. The 16 different orientations were
arbitrary chosen by rotating the tools and the positions of the tools
were changed at the same time. For each orientation, three additional
images were generated by reducing the image to 90%, 80%, and 70%
of original in both thex andy dimensions. Thus, 64 (16� 4) testing
images for each tool were used for recognition, and a total of 576 (9�
64) testing images were used in the experiment. Besides, the opening
levels of the tools 1–5 were fixed. The matching algorithm was
applied to each testing image for recognition. If a wrong classification
was made, an error was recorded. And the recognition rate can be
computed. The experimental results are shown in Table I. The data in
Table I are the recognition rates for the nine tools under five different
measures.

For tool 7 in Table I, it is seen that the use of the conventional
one-stage string matching has only 52% recognition rate. It is due
to that tool 7 is very similar to tool 9. But when using the local
dissimilarity measure or the combined dissimilarity measure, a sig-
nificant improvement in recognition rate is found. Moreover, for tool
8, the one-stage string matching method has 84% recognition rate.
But when using the local dissimilarity measure, the recognition rate
is only 64%. It appears that high recognition rates are obtained only
when averaging the global matching cost and the local dissimilarity
measure. This demonstrates the advantages of using two-stage string
matching.

Furthermore, to examine the recognition rates displayed in Table I,
It can be seen that when only the global matching cost, GD,
is considered in the computing dissimilarity measure, we have a
recognition rate of 88%. On the other hand, if we only use the
local dissimilarity measure, LD, we have a recognition rate of
89%. Thus there is no significant improvement by conducting two-
stage string matching if only the local dissimilarity measure is
considered. However, if we combine the global matching cost and
the local dissimilarity measure to obtain the dissimilarity measure,
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THERECOGNITION RATES (%) FOR THE NINE

TOOLS UNDER FIVE DIFFERENT DISSIMILARITY MEASURES

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Example of segmentation inconsistency problem and (b) the
advantage of using the matched vertices rather than using the original vertices
in the local dissimilarity measures computing.

the recognition rates reach to 95%, 93%, and 91% forf3; f4; andf5,
respectively. It is clear that combining the global matching cost and
the local dissimilarity measure tends to have a better performance
in recognition rate than that of using only the local dissimilarity
measure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

String matching is a useful tool for 2-D object recognition, but
it tends to be affected by uneven segmentation problem. In this
correspondence, we propose a new two-stage string matching tech-
nique for 2-D object recognition. The global string matching is
conducted in the first stage. And a local dissimilarity measure is
computed in the second stage. The global matching cost and the local
dissimilarity measure are then combined to obtain the dissimilarity
measure between the two objects. Finally, the input shape can be
classified into one of the reference shapes by using the minimum
dissimilarity measure.

In order to illustrate the merit of using the matched vertices in
the local dissimilarity measures computing, an example is shown
in Fig. 7. The three shapes in Fig. 7(a) are from the same object
except that they have different edge detection results; thus they have
different polygonal approximations. The matching costs of these three
shapes will have large differences if the lengths and angles are used
as attributed symbols. This is the segmentation problem as indicated
by Maes [3].

The matching cost can be greatly varied due to the segmentation
inconsistency, and it may not be able to really reflect the dissimilarity
measure between two objects. But the best-matched pair can provide
us the one-to-one matching information between the vertices of the
two polygons. By using the best-matched pair information as shown
in Fig. 7(b), the three shapes in Fig. 7(a) will have rather similar
results in lengths and angles [3].

From the experimental results, it is seen that the two-stage string
matching method has an improved recognition rate while comparing
to the conventional one-stage string matching method. Another ad-
vantage of the proposed method is that it does not need to set any
parameter in the recognition process.
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